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ON DEFINING THE CULTURAL HERITAGE
JANET BLAKE*

I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL HERITAGE LAW

found from ancient times of concern for the protection
of cultural artefacts' and early legislation to protect monuments and
works of art first appeared in Europe in the 15th century.2 Cultural
heritage was first addressed in international law in 19073 and a body of
international treaties and texts for its protection has been developed by
UNESCO and other intergovernmental organisations since the 1950's.
The 1954 Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event
of Armed Conflict4of UNESCO (henceforth the "Hague Convention") is
the earliest of these modern international texts and was developed in
great part in response to the destruction and looting of monuments and
works of art during the Second World War. It grew out of a feeling that
action to prevent their deterioration or destruction was one responsibility
of the emerging international world order and an element in reconciliation and the prevention of future conflicts. International law relating to
the protection of cultural heritage thus began with comparatively narrow
objectives, the protection of cultural property in time of war.
In 1956 UNESCO adopted a Recommendation on the conduct of
archaeological excavations5 which, despite its limited subject-matter,
contained principles fundamental to subsequent UNESCO instruments:
that the protection of cultural heritage is incumbent on States owing to
the importance which it holds for all of Mankind and as a means of
encouraging international co-operation and thus prevention of international conflict, as well as "the feelings aroused by the ... study of works
of the past do much to foster mutual understanding between nations, and
that ... the international community as a whole is nevertheless the richer
for such discoveries", (Preamble). Further UNESCO Recommendations
followed on specific questions, including the accessibility of museums
EXAMPLES can be

*
University of Glasgow.
1. Vide: B. G. Trigger A History of Archaeological Thought (sixth edition, Cambridge
University Press, 1994) at pp.29-30 and 36.
2. L. V. Prott and P. J. O'Keefe Law and the Cultural Heritage volume I (Professional
Books, 1984) at p.34.
3. 1907 Hague Regulations concerning the Law and Customs of War on Land protect
"historic monuments" from sieges and bombardments.
4. 249 U.N.T.S. 24.
5. Recommendation on International Principles Applicable to Archaeological Excavations, UNESCO 5 Dec. 1956.
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(1960),6 safeguarding the beauty of landscapes and sites (1962)' and
preserving cultural property endangered by public or private works
(1968).8 Two UNESCO Conventions were adopted in the early 1970s,
relating to the prohibition and prevention of trafficking in cultural
property (1970)9 and the protection of world cultural and natural heritage
(1972),1owhile five further UNESCO Recommendations were adopted
between 1972 and 1980. Thus the main body of international texts relating
to the protection and preservation of cultural heritage is of relatively
recent date. It is worth noting that the three Conventions so far adopted
by UNESCO reflect the political and/or intellectual concerns of the time
at which they were developed: the 1954 Convention expressed the
powerful post-World War II desire to reduce potential sources of
international conflict; the 1970 Convention embodied an approach to
cultural property which might be characterised as "nationalist" or
"statist" whereby the interest of the State of origin (often in the
developing world) should be paramount, mirroring the strong feeling
within UNESCO during the 1970's amongst developing nations that the
power of the dominant developed States should be counteracted;11and
the 1972 Convention reflected both the growing concern in environmentalist issues in its integration of the cultural with the natural heritage as
well as the concept of a "common heritage of mankind" which had been
developing at this time in relation to seabed mineral resources.
II. THE PROBLEM WITH "CULTURAL HERITAGE"

To some degree, therefore, the growing body of international instruments and other texts relating to cultural heritage was driven by
contemporary concerns and intellectual fashions, further illustrating the
lack of a single set of well-established principles underpinning this body
of international law. There exists a difficulty of interpretation of the core
concepts of "Cultural heritage" (or "cultural property") and "cultural
heritage of mankind" and as yet no generally agreed definition of the
6. Recommendation concerning the most Effective Means of Rendering Museums
Accessible to Everyone, UNESCO 14 Dec. 1960.
7. Recommendation concerning the Safeguarding of the Beauty and Character of
Landscapes and Sites, UNESCO 11 Dec. 1962.
8. Recommendation concerning the Preservation of Cultural Property Endangered by
Public or Private Works, UNESCO 19 Nov. 1968.
9. Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property, 14 Nov. 1970 [823 U.N.T.S. 231].
10. Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage,
16 Nov. 1972 [11 I.L.M. 1358].
11. M'Bow, then Director-General of UNESCO, voiced such sentiments in A plea for the
Return of an Irreplaceable Cultural heritage to those who Created It delivered in 1979: "The
men and women of these [despoiled] countries have the right to recover these cultural assets
which are part of their being ... The return of a work of art to the country which created it
enables a people to recover part of its memory and identity ...", UNESCO Doc.SHC-76/
CONF.615.5 (1979).
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content of these terms appears to exist. The increasing global importance
of cultural heritage instruments and the ever-expanding scope of the term
and the areas in which it is used require a workable definition of the
nature of the cultural heritage. Each such expansion introduces much
more complex issues concerning the nature of cultural heritage and the
construction of cultural identity than were apparent in earlier developments in this field. The danger therefore exists of creating future
international instruments which extend the range of the term without
having settled on a clear understanding of its meaning as employed in
existing texts.
Writing in 1984, Prott and O'Keefe12noted that, ".... for various reasons
each Convention and Recommendation has a definition drafted for the
purposes of that instrument alone; it may not, at this stage be possible to
achieve a general definition suitable for use in a variety of contexts".
Fifteen years on, it is time for lawyers and other specialists in the area of
the cultural heritage to confront this and to consider the different
meanings given to the above terms in various international legal texts as
well as those implicit in their use but not explicitly stated. Although each
instrument includes a definition which lists or otherwise describes the
subject of that text, the lack of any generally agreed definition means that
these must be interpreted internally without reference to any set of
principles. This should not be seen as a criticism of the existing treaty texts
and Recommendations themselves. The three UNESCO multilateral
Conventions are similar to human rights instruments in setting standards
worldwide and the Recommendations can have great influence on
national practice despite not being binding on Parties. They have an
important role in confronting specific problems and threats to the cultural
heritage. However, there now exists a critical mass of treaty and other
texts (including those from other intergovernmental organisations) which
form a recognised body of international law and it is time to reassess its
exact nature since cultural heritage as a concept has grown so far that it
may well have become greater than the sum of its constituent parts.
Indeed, there appears to be the assumption of a common understanding of the content of the "cultural heritage" which fails to take into
consideration its wider implications. This is compounded by the fact that
the concept of "cultural heritage" has itself been imported from other
academic disciplines such as anthropology and archaeology without
incorporating the theoretical background which led to its development
viz. the conceptual framework which gives it content and meaning. This
difficulty was signalled by Prott writing in 1989,13 "While cultural experts
12. Prott and O'Keefe, op. cit. supra n.2, at p.8.
13. L. V. Prott "Problems of Private International Law for the Protection of the Cultural
Heritage", Recueil des Cours vol.V (1989) pp.224-317 at p.224.
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of various disciplines have a fairly clear conception of the subject-matter
of their study, the legal definition of the cultural heritage is one of the
most difficult confronting scholars today." There may be no difficulty, for
example, in understanding the intention of the 1970 UNESCO Convention as to the nature of the "culturalproperty" which it protects. There is,
however, a difficulty with any attempt to identify exactly the range of
meanings encompassed by the term cultural heritage as used now in
international law and related areas since it has grown beyond the much
narrower definitions included on a text-by-text basis. Recent work at
UNESCO to develop strategies for the protection of intangible cultural
heritage illustrates this problem.14 First, there is a great difficulty in
identifying the exact content and nature of intangible cultural heritage to
be protected and, to some degree, this is a question which should have
been addressed earlier in relation to the cultural heritage in general.
Second, the characterisation of folklore as "part of the universal heritage
of humanity"'5while at the same time noting its power in asserting the
cultural identity of the community which produced it contains an inherent
contradiction since the very character which renders this heritage
folklore-its intimate relationship to the identity of a specific community
or people-is in opposition to the idea of it being a "heritage of mankind"
in any but a very distant sense. This illustrates a wider problem of cultural
heritage law articulated by Lowenthal:16 "Too much is asked of heritage.
In the same breath, we commend national patrimony, regional and ethnic
legacies and a global heritage shared and sheltered in common. We forget
that these aims are usually incompatible." As Prott notes, globalist
concepts of the cultural heritage have now been adopted into legal
discourse and UNESCO's universalist task in setting international
standards is in parallel with such developments as well as globalisation of
the economy.17 An illustration of this is the UNESCO programme aimed
at creating a world list of "masterpieces of the intangible and oral
heritage" modelled on the 1972 World Heritage Convention.'8 Further
elaboration of the core concepts of "cultural heritage of humankind"

14. Recommendation on the Safeguarding of Traditional Culture and Folklore,
UNESCO 15 Nov. 1989. The Executive Council of UNESCO has also established a
programme for the identification "masterpieces of the intangible and oral heritage of
mankind" for their protection [UNESCO Doc.155/EX 15, Paris 25 Aug. 1998].
15. 1989 Recommendation, op. cit. supra.
16. D. Lowenthal The Heritage Crusade and the Spoils of History (Viking, 1997) at p.227.
17. L. V. Prott "International Standards for Cultural Heritage," in UNESCO World
Culture Report (Unesco publishing, Paris, 1998) at pp.222-236.
18. Vide supra n.14 for details.
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(and similar terms) is clearly needed since the current conflation of
inconsistentcategoriesis problematicin the long term.19
III. IDENTIFYING CULTURAL HERITAGE

A.

"Culturalheritage" or "culturalproperty"?

Traditionally,"culturalproperty"has generally been the term of art
employed in internationallaw to denote the subject of protection.
Examplesof this wouldbe UNESCO's1954Hague Conventionprotecting cultural property in the event of armed conflict and the 1970
Conventioncontrollingthe illicitmovementof culturalitems.20The items
concernedrequireprotectionbecausethey are beingtreatedas property
to be boughtandsoldin the market-placewithoutprimaryregardgivento
their value as culturalheritage.The 1978UNESCO Recommendation21
gives the followingdefinition:"movableculturalpropertyshallbe taken
to mean all movable objectswhich are the expressionand testimonyof
human creation or of the evolution of nature and which are of
archaeological,historical,artistic,scientificor technicalvalueandinterest
." (Article 1). This makesreferenceto the importanceof other values,
such as the informationalone derived from context, but such qualificationsdo not answerthe broaderdifficultieswiththe term"property"as
appliedto culturalartefacts.
As a broad categoryto describeelements of the culturalheritagein
internationallaw it remainsproblematicand an alternativeusage which
does not carrywith it the ideologicalbaggageof "culturalproperty"is
preferable. Property is a fundamental legal concept around which
It carries
importantpoliticalandphilosophicaltheorieshave developed.22
withit a rangeof ideologicalbaggagewhichis difficultto shedwhenusing
the term in relationto the culturalheritageor environmentalprotection
where one needs to modifythese associatedtraditionalvaluesin orderto
achievethe socialgoals desired.It is problematicto applya legal concept
involvingthe rightsof the possessorto the protectionof culturalresources
whichmay involve a severe curtailmentof suchrightsand the separation

19. Prott, op. cit. supra n.17, at p.228 notes: "The precise legal implications of terms such
as 'the common cultural heritage', 'world cultural heritage' and similar phrases are not yet
clear, although their use in legal instruments makes it imperative to explore the subject."
20. Cited, supra n.4 and n.9.
21. Recommendation for the Protection of Movable Cultural Property, UNESCO 28
Nov. 1978.
22. L. V. Prott and P. J. O'Keefe " 'Cultural Heritage' or 'Cultural Property'?" 1:2
I.J.C.P. (1992) pp.307-320 at pp.309-312 consider traditional property law values in the
context of cultural heritage law, making reference to points such as: the protection of the
rights of the possessor; the important function of "property" and "ownership" in Western
legal tradition; and the dangers of commoditisation of cultural heritage.
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of accessandcontrolfromownership.23
Implicitalso in the use of the term
"culturalproperty"is the idea of assigningto it a marketvalue, in other
words the "commodification"
of culturalartefactsand related elements
by treatingthem as commoditiesto be boughtand sold. There has been
muchdebate over the ethicsof tradingin culturalartefacts,in particular
archaeologicalmaterials,and the value of differentlegal approaches.24
The strongestargumentagainstthe use of the term"culturalproperty"
is thatit is too limitedto encompassthe rangeof possibleelements-both
tangibleand intangible-which can comprisethe culturalelementsbeing
described.These mightincludemonumentsand complexesof buildings,
sites of archaeologicalor historic significance,ancient works of art
(includingrock carvingsand cave paintings),ethnographicitems,places
associatedwith the developmentof a technologyor industry,landscapes
and topographicalfeatures, grave sites, sacred places and ritual sites,
naturalfeaturesendowedwith special culturalsignificanceto a people,
items of clothing or jewellery, weapons, daily utensils, ritual items,
musicalinstruments,objectsassociatedwithcertainhistoricalcharacters,
coins, carvedobsidianor ivory,fossils,skeletalremains,pollen samples,
ancient copper or tin mines-the potential list is extensive. These
examplesgivenaboverelateonlyto physicalremainswhichhavetypically
been the subjectof lawsfor the protectionof the culturalheritage.There
exist also elements of intangible culture which would include, for
example,the know-howrelatedto a particulartype of ship-building,oral
poetry or musicaltraditions,ceremonialand ritualtraditions,aspectsof
the way of life of certainsocieties and the special relationshipbetween
certainpeoples and the land they inhabit.This categoryabove all makes
clearthe extremelimitationsof applyingthe term "culturalproperty"to
suchelements,some of whichareexpressedonlyin termsof knowledgeor
ideas. Prott25notes that it is a purelyWesternlegal categorywhichis far
too narrowand that it has been global influencesthat have allowedthe
broadeningof the conceptof culturalheritage.
The relationshipbetween "culturalproperty"or "culturalheritage"is
unclear, appearing interchangeablein some cases, while in others,
culturalpropertyis a sub-groupwithin "culturalheritage".The 1968
UNESCO Recommendation,26
suggests that "culturalproperty"has a
23. Such as French Law No.89-874 of 1 Dec. 1989 on Maritime Cultural Property which
allows the State to intervene for the preservation of archaeological wrecks if the identified
owner fails to do so themself (Art. 11).
24. Vide: J. H. Merryman "A Licit International Trade in Cultural Objects", 4 I.J.C.P.
(1995) pp.13-60; C. Coggins "A Licit International Trade in Ancient Art: Let There be
Light!" 4 I.J.C.P. (1995) pp.61-80; and H. K. Wiehe "Licit International Traffic in Cultural
Objects for Art's Sake" 4 I.J.C.P. (1995) pp.81-90.
25. Prott, op. cit. supra n.17.
26. Cited supra n.8.
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meaning extending well beyond objects themselves: "... the product and
witness of the different traditions and of the spiritual achievements of the
past and thus is an essential element in the personality of the peoples of
the world (preamble)". The definition of the term "cultural property"
given in Article 1 of the Hague Convention (1954) as "movable or
immovable property of great importance to the cultural heritage" clearly
shows it to be one element within the cultural heritage. Only two
UNESCO instruments refer to "cultural heritage" in their titles27 and it is
worth noting that both deal with "cultural and natural heritage". This is
no doubt in part due to the fact that to talk of "naturalproperty" would be
a very strange construction but there is, however, a more significant point
which suggests a common character between cultural and natural
heritage as resources (one man-made, the other not) which should be
preserved for future generations in view of their importance on a cultural
and environmental level. There is an aspect of "natural heritage" which
forms a part of the cultural heritage given the importance of certain
landscapes and natural features to particular groups and cultures.28
Cultural heritage as defined in these two instruments includes elements of
an apparently mundane character such as topographical features and
cultural landscapes and it is the relationship of humans to these elements
(an intangible element) which gives them their importance and which
renders them subject to protection. This leads one to the conclusion that
"cultural heritage" has now become the term of art in international law29
since it is capable of encompassing this much broader range of possible
elements, including the intangibles mentioned above.
B.

The nature of "culturalheritage"

Clearly, when seeking to understand the nature and content of the term
"cultural heritage" it is necessary to consider the two constituent
elements which make it up: "culture" and "heritage". A major difficulty
lies with the identification of "culture" and what constitutes it and if we
look at the following definition of "culture" given by an anthropologist,30
the complexity of the question becomes clear:
... it is a totalizingconceptbecauseeverythingbecomes,or is considered,
culture.There are materialculture,ritualculture,symbolicculture,social
27. 1972 Convention cited supra n.10; Recommendation concerning the Protection, at
National Level, of the Cultural and Natural Heritage, UNESCO 16 Nov. 1972.
28. As the 1962 UNESCO Recommendation cited supra n.7 asserts, landscapes
"represent a powerful physical, moral and spiritual regenerating influence, while at the same
time contributing to the artistic and cultural life of peoples...".
29. Prott and O'Keefe, op. cit. supra n.22.
30. G. M. Sider Culture and Class in Anthropology and History (Cambridge University
Press, 1986) at p.6.
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institutions,patternedbehaviour,language-as-culture,
values,beliefs,ideas
ideologies,meaningsandso forth.Second,not onlyis almosteverythingin a
societyculture,but the conceptis also totalizingbecauseeverythingin the
societyis supposedto havethe sameculture(as in the conceptof cultureas
sharedvalues) ...
This definition is far too extensive and inclusive to be of use as the basis
for defining the "culture" at the root of cultural heritage legislation. It
does, however, underline the existence of a strong intangible element to
culture and it is clear that the material culture-the apparent subject of
most existing cultural heritage legislation-makes up only a part of all
that might be regarded as "culture".Cultural heritage is obviously a more
limited category than that of "culture" with "heritage" acting as a
qualifier which allows us to narrow it down to a more manageable set of
elements. The concept of "heritage" also provides one of the central
characteristics of the phrase which determine its legal significance. It
would include such elements as the "material culture, ritual culture,
symbolic culture" and even "language-as-culture, values, beliefs", while,
in some circumstances, "ideas ideologies, [and] meanings" might also be
included. Clearly a useful definition of cultural heritage for the purposes
of this study cannot include "everything in society". Rather, our
understanding of the term will be gained by understanding the relationship between cultural heritage and culture itself. It is the symbolic
relationship of the cultural heritage to culture in its widest sense
(culture-as-society) which is central to understanding the nature of
cultural heritage.
One must recognise that the identification of cultural heritage is based
on an active choice as to which elements of this broader "culture" are
deemed worthy of preservation as an "inheritance" for the future.
Through this, the significance of cultural heritage as symbolic of the
culture and those aspects of it which a society (or group) views as valuable
is recognised. It is this role of cultural heritage which lends it its powerful
political dimension since the decision as to what is deemed worthy of
protection and preservation is generally made by State authorities on
national level and by intergovernmental organisations--comprising
member States--on international level. The national legislation and
international law relating to cultural heritage are the formal expression of
these political decisions and, as with most political questions, there is
always room for controversy and competing claims. Indeed, competing
claims and conflicts of interest on national and international level are
endemic to any discussion of cultural heritage. It is not simply that
decisions concerning cultural heritage often have important political
consequences which they clearly do, but also the more fundamental point
that the identification of cultural heritage is in itself a political act given its
symbolic relationship to culture and society in general.
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The idea of inheritanceis central to the force of the term cultural
heritage and adds a further set of notions to its meaning. It appears
to view culturalheritageas a valuableresource
relativelystraightforward
which we as a society wish to preserve in order to pass it on to future
generationsas theirinheritance.Thisview of culturalheritagelies behind
muchof the rhetoricof the internationallaw on the subjectandreflectsa
powerfulemotionalimpulseas well as an intellectualposition.The 1972
UNESCO Convention31makesthis clearin the followingdutyplacedon
contracting States in Article 4: "... of ensuring the identification,
protection, conservation, presentation and transmission to future gener-

ationsof the culturaland naturalheritage"(emphasisadded).The 1968
UNESCO Recommendation32
expresses a similar attitude in the preamble,statingthat:"culturalpropertyis the productand witness of the
different traditionsand of the spiritualachievementsof the past ..."
Relatively few UNESCO Conventions and Recommendationsmake
such explicit statements of the character of cultural heritage as an
inheritancefrom past generations(and the present) to be passed on to
futureones. However,it is implicitin most(whethertheyreferto the term
"heritage"or not in the text) and provides a basic principle which
underpinsthis whole body of internationallaw. Thus far, there seems
little difficultyin accepting this approach since it resonates with an
instinctiveresponsewhichmost of us feel towardswhat we view as our
culturalheritage.However,one shouldnot forget the politicalaspectof
the decisionas to whatis to be preservedfor futuregenerations.A central
idea which accompaniesthe view of cultural heritage as a form of
inheritanceis its characterisationas a non-renewableresourceakinto the
environment or even mineral resources. Lowenthal33draws out the
connection between the culturalheritage and naturalresources:"That
the naturalheritage is global is now beyond dispute. Fresh water and
fossil fuels,rainforestsandgene pools are legaciescommonto us all and
need all care. Culturalresources likewise form part of the universal
heritage."
This reference to "universalheritage" brings into the equation a
furthercharacterisationof culturalheritageas the "commonheritageof
mankind" (CHM), placing it alongside a broader category of nonrenewableresources.Joyneridentifiesfive elementsof the CHM notion

31. Cited supra n.10.
32. Cited supra n.8.
33. Lowenthal, op. cit. supra n.16, at p.228.
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as appliedto commonspace areas,34and these shouldbe borne in mind
when consideringits applicationto culturalheritage.The CHMdoctrine
wasfirstdevelopedin internationallawin relationto deep seabedmineral
resources35and was subsequentlyapplied to the moon and its natural
The Preambleto the 1959AntarcticTreatymakesreference
resources.36
to the notion,37 although its failure to designate the area as nonappropriableas well as the exclusivityof the "AntarcticClub"of the 12
original signatory States (plus "consultativeparties") mean that the
notion has minimalinfluencein the area.38
The CHM notion has become an influentialconcept in our thinking
aboutculturalheritageandis one thatrequiresus to re-assessmanyof our
assumptionsabout the nature of cultural heritage and rights to its
enjoymentandcontrol.Thereare,however,difficultieswith applyingthe
notionto culturalheritage.39
For example,one of the firstattemptswas in
the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention (and thus in the context of
resource-relatedlaw). This illustrates the potential for contradiction
inherentin applyingthe notion to elementsof culturalheritagegiventhe
need also to respect the special interests of the State of origin.40In
contrast,the Conventionon BiologicalDiversity41uses the term "common concernof humankind"in orderto avoid attributingthe statusof a

34. C. Joyner "Legal Implications of the Concept of the Common Heritage of Mankind",
35 I.C.L.Q. (1986) pp.190-199 at 192. The five elements listed are that: the areas are not
subject to appropriation of any kind and sovereignty is absent; all people are expected to
share in the management of the area and States act only as agents of "all mankind";
resources should only be exploited under the auspices of a common space regime mandate
and any economic benefits should be shared internationally; uses of the area should be for
exclusively peaceful purposes; and scientific research should be freely and openly
permissible and for the benefit of all peoples. See also: A-C. Kiss "La notion du patrimoine
commun de l'humanite," Recueil des Cours (1992 -II) pp.99-256.
35. UN Law of the Sea Convention (1982) [21 I.L.M. 1261]-Art.136 states: "The [deep
seabed] Area and its resources are the common heritage of mankind" and Art.137 proceeds
to set out the legal status of the Area and its resources.
36. Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies [UN Doc.A/AC.105/L.113/Add.4 (1979)] entered into force on 11 June 1984 [18
I.L.M. 1434], known as the "Moon Treaty". Art.11(1) reads: "The moon and its natural
resources are the common heritage of mankind."
37. 402 U.N.T.S. 71, 1 Dec. 1959; Preamble notes that, "it is in the interests of all mankind
that Antarctic shall continue forever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes ...".
38. Vide: B. Larschan and B. Brennan "The Common Heritage of Mankind Principle in
International Law", 21:2 Columbia Journal of Transnational Law (1983) pp.305-337 at
p.334; and F. Francioni (ed.) International Environmental Law for Antarctica (Giuffre
Editore, Milan, 1992).
39. Vide supra at n.16.
40. Art.149 reads: "All objects of an archaeological and historical nature found in the
Area shall be preserved or disposed of for the benefit of mankind as a whole, particular
regard being paid to the preferential rights of the State or country of origin, or the State of
cultural origin, or the State of historical and archaeological origin."
41. UN Convention on Biodiversity, 22 June 1992 [31 I.L.M. 818].
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"common heritage" to biological resources with its legal implications.42
By using this formulation, international interest in the conservation and
use of the resource is legitimised without challenging the territorial
sovereignty of the State where it is located. The desire to avoid
internationalising the ownership of biological resources43is also relevant
to cultural heritage.44The 1979 UNESCO Convention,45which stresses
the non-renewable character of cultural heritage, also respects State
territorial sovereignty46although characterising it as CHM at the same
time. Thus cultural heritage remains under the legislation and sovereignty
of the territorial State while also representing a universal value towards
whose protection the whole international community should co-operate.
Kiss47sees this as a significant aspect of the Convention, although other
commentators have criticised it for failing to go further and establishing
an international agency to administer those elements of cultural heritage
that form a "universal heritage".48 Thus there remain unresolved
questions over the application of the CHM notion to cultural heritage,
how best to do this effectively and whether it should be applied to its full
extent or in a more limited sense.
The common space areas to which the CHM notion is applied are also
treated as an inheritance to be transmitted to future generations, a sort of
international patrimony. This last echoes strongly the way in which
cultural heritage characterised as "cultural heritage of mankind" is
viewed. Regarding the cultural heritage as an inheritance is not new and
dates at least from the birth of UNESCO: Article 1 of the UNESCO
Constitution (1948)49 requires the Organisation to "assure the conservation and protection of the world's inheritance of works of art and

42. M. Bowman and C. Redgwell International Law and the Conservation of Biological
Diversity (Kluwer Law, London, 1996) at p.40.
43. As the 1982 LOSC (cited supra n.35) does for deep seabed mineral deposits, for
example.
44. Cultural heritage shares many of the characteristics of biological resources, such as its
non-renewable nature and the importance given to safeguarding cultural diversity.
45. Cited supra n.10.
46. Art.6(1). This has been criticised as a compromise that limits the effectiveness of the
Convention although it is a necessary one to ensure a sufficient number of signatory States.
47. Kiss, op. cit. supra n.34, at p.171: "Elle consacre le principe que certains biens se
trouvant sous la souverainte d'Etats ont un interest qui concerne tout l'humanite et que, de
ce fait, ils doivent etre conserves par les soins de la communaute internationale tout
entiere."
48. J. Simmonds "UNESCO World Heritage Convention", 2:3 Art, Antiquity and Law
(1997) pp.251-281 at p.253 makes the point that: "[t]he Convention in no way 'internationalises' outstanding property, but rather emphasis that the primary responsibility for it lies with
international co-operation and assistance in a supplementary role. The more radical
approach would have established a distinct and novel international heritage, administered
by an international agency."
49. Constitution of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(1945) [4 U.N.T.S. 275].
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monuments of history and science". What has changed over the years is
the great broadening of the concept of what is to be regarded as
comprising this inheritance, moving from a narrow definition of selected
physical elements of "high culture" to often mundane cultural artefacts
which express society more generally, and even to non-material elements
of culture. The connection made between culture and nature (the
environment) as expressed by the 1972 UNESCO Convention,sowhereby
cultural heritage is viewed as non-renewable resource in the same way as
a wilderness area or rainforest, an extension of the concept from 1948 and
one which also adds a further dimension to the idea of cultural heritage.
This relates also to the rights of indigenes to their natural environment as
a cultural as well as natural resource, underlining both the intricate
relationship between environment and culture and between cultural
heritage and cultural rights.51The submission from the Czech Republic to
the Helsinki Conference of the Council of Europe in 199552 sums up this
development of the concept:
Enlargementof the concept of culturalheritage to culturalaspects or
culturalresourcesof the environmentand of society--listed and unlisted,
known and unknown,materialand immaterial.They are similarlynonrenewableand for humanlife, health and safety as necessaryas natural
resourcesof the environment.
When searching for a satisfactory definition of "cultural heritage", a
fundamental question is to the extent of the term. Is it limited only to
those physical elements such as monuments, sites and artefacts already
regarded as part of it or does it extend also to cover the non-material
"intangibles" upon which people(s) pin their sense of identity? Since the
mid-1980's, there has been an increasing appreciation that these intangibles which relate to sets of knowledge and know-how, patterns of
behaviour and oral traditions, for example, have been ignored in
international law relating to the cultural heritage. There have been moves
to remedy this in the work by UNESCO on expressions of traditional
culture and folklore53and in the area of the cultural rights of indigenous
50. For example, Bouchenaki, M. notes in "The world heritage" 3 European Heritage
(1995) that: "This Convention, adopted in Paris in 1972, is a real breakthrough in that it
reflects the international community's awakening of (sic) two crucial factors: firstly, the
connection between culture and nature and, secondly, the need for a permanent protective
framework covering both legal, administrative and financial aspects."
51. Vide:J. Sutherland et al "Emerging Legal Standards for Comprehensive Rights", 27/1
Environmental Policy & Law (1997) at pp.13-30.
52. Enhancement of the Cultural Heritage of Central and Eastern Europe (Strasbourg,
1996), Doc.MPC-4(96)5 at p.3.
53. Vide supra n.14. An international conference on A Global Assessment of The 1989
Recommendation on the Safeguarding of Traditional Cultureand Folklore: Local Empowerment and International Cooperation was jointly held by the Smithsonian Institution and
UNESCO in Washington D.C., 27-30 June 1999 in order to assess the 1989 Recommendation and UNESCO's other work in the area of intangible cultural heritage.
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and tribal peoples.54 It is appropriate also to mention recent developments in the Council of Europe in this area since there has been a growing
acceptance in that Organisation of the importance of this aspect of the
cultural heritage both in the cultural and human rights domains. The
broadening of the concept of cultural heritage at the Council of Europe
level is illustrated by work begun in the late-1980's55aimed at identifying
the concept of cultural landscapes as a new component of cultural
heritage policy. Although still a physical element of the cultural heritage,
cultural landscapes bring us closer to the intangible elements since their
study often relates to ethnographic information about the way of life of
people as well as the close links existing between certain topographical
and landscape features and cultural identity.
In 1993, a summit meeting of the Council of Europe Heads of State56
made a direct connection between cultural heritage and the human rights
dimension of the work of the Organisation, calling for it to "[give]
expression in the legal field to the values that define our European
identity" which also suggests a relationship between the political aims of
pluralist democracy and human rights, cultural heritage and its role in the
construction of identity. Following this, texts emanating from the
Helsinki Conference of Ministers responsible for the Cultural Heritage
(1995)57recognised that existing definitions of cultural heritage are too
limited. The new elements to be included generally relate to the
immaterial aspects of cultural heritage, as in the interface between
material elements and a sense of cultural identity. The general text from
the 1995 Helsinki Conference,58 for example, states that present definitions of cultural heritage are still too narrow and that:
"the relationshipthat must exist between the culturalheritage and the
natural and social environmentto which it belongs is underestimated.
Lastly, being based on architecturaland archaeologicalheritage, these
definitionsfocus on the physicalside, completelyignoringthe questionof
its functionin contemporarysociety."(at 5)
A further document from the Helsinki Conference produced by
Finland59proposes a definition of cultural heritage which concentrates
particularly on its intangible elements: "In a wide sense, the concept of
the cultural heritage covers all the manifestations and messages of
54. Vide supra n.52.
55. Following adoption of the 1985 Convention on the Architectural Heritage of Europe
[ETS no.121].
56. Vienna Declaration of the Council of Europe Summit, Vienna, 9 Oct. 1993.
57. IVth European Conference of Ministers responsible for the Cultural Heritage,
Helsinki, 30-31 May 1995, Docs. MPC-4(96)1 rev. to MPC-4(96)15.
58. The Cultural Heritage-an Economic and Social Challenge (produced as a General
text of the conference) at p.5.
59. Cultural Heritage--a Key to the Future (Strasbourg, 1996) Doc. MPC-4(96)7 p.1.
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intellectual activity in our environment. These messages are passed on
from generation to generation through learning, intellectual quest and
insights." Such manifestations of cultural heritage (in all its various
forms) are seen as "mediated through" the built environment and the
landscape. Thus we have the idea that the physical elements of cultural
heritage-that which has been traditionally viewed as comprising it-are
in fact the vehicles by which cultural heritage (in its intangible sense) is
mediated to us. This strongly suggests the importance of considering
these intangibles when framing future instruments, even where the
ostensible subject may be material cultural elements.60 The intimate
relationship between cultural heritage and the social and political
dimension-its function in society-is made clear by the Swedish
delegation's text61which states that:
Clearly,the developmentof society can be interpretedthroughcultural
heritage which sheds light on the problems and difficultiesfacing us.
Similarly,it canbe usedto legitimisesocialandpoliticalambitions,whichis
not necessarilya good thing. However, if properly used, the cultural
heritageprovidesan identity and a measureof stabilityfor multi-ethnic
societiesand in periodsmarkedby mobilityand rapidchange.
The significance of this statement is the stress it places on the
importance of understanding the political and social aspects of policies
towards cultural heritage and the way in which this can work as a power
for good or for bad. It is for this reason that a clear understanding and
definition at international level of the concept of cultural heritage is vital
since much can flow from this in terms both of public policy and of
possible unintended outcomes. It is also imperative to understand the
degree to which the notion of what is deemed to comprise cultural
heritage is not an absolute but is in fact an act of deliberate selection, as
shown by Williams:62
For tradition ("our cultural heritage") is self-evidently a process of
deliberatecontinuity,yet any traditioncan be shown,by analysis,to be a
selection and reselection of those significantreceived and recovered
elements of the past which represent not a necessary but a desired
continuity.
This act of selection is often a "political" decision undertaken by
national authorities, and various UNESCO texts relating to cultural
heritage and cultural property also stress the political context within
60. For example, current work by a diplomatic conference established by UNESCO to
review the 1954 Hague Convention is illustrative of a recognition that the existing law does
not take sufficient account of the motivation behind the destruction of cultural heritage in
time of armed conflict which relates to its role in the construction of identity.
61. Aspects of Heritage and Education (Strasbourg, 1996), Doc.MPC-4(96)15 p.3.
62. R. Williams, Culture (Fontana, Glasgow, 1982) p.187.
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which such protective measures operate.63 For example, the 1972
Convention64states in its Preamble that the "deterioration or disappearance of any item of cultural or natural heritage constitutes a harmful
impoverishment of all the nations in the world" while the 1970 Convention65notes that "the interchange of cultural property among nations for
scientific, cultural and educational purposes ... inspires mutual respect
and appreciation among nations" (Preamble). These international instruments should be placed in the context of their underlying politics which is
more complex than these statements suggest. The 1970 Convention, for
or example, reflected a contemporary struggle between developing and
developed nations over control of art-works and archaeological remains
set in the wider political context of post-colonialism.66The 1972 Convention can be seen as reflecting another ideological position gaining
currency at the time, that of a globalist approach towards protection of
natural (and cultural) resources as the "common heritage of mankind".67
A further illustration of the way in which cultural heritage texts can be
seen as reflecting the political interests of the organisation to which they
belong is given in the Final Declaration from the Helsinki Conference:
"... the values inherent in cultural heritage and the policies needed to
conserve it can make an important contribution to the aims of democracy
and balanced development pursued by the Council of Europe."68
Recognising the importance of intangibles to the concept of cultural
heritage, in particular, has some serious implications in political and
social terms which extend well beyond the traditionally accepted
boundaries of the term. These include, for example, complex areas such
as the construction of cultural identity, the significance of the destruction
of cultural (and religious) monuments as a weapon of war and the
existence of cultural rights of minorities and indigenous and tribal
peoples which introduce a completely different and at times subversive
view of the cultural heritage.
C. Cultural heritage, cultural identity and cultural rights
One area in which this broadening of the concept of cultural heritage has
taken place is that of cultural rights, which in the 1990's has involved
63. Vide A. D. Smith Nations and Nationalism in a Global Era (Polity Press, 1998) pp.
121-143 for a critique of attempts at creating a European "super-state" and European
identity.
64. Cited supra n.10.
65. Cited supra n.9.
66. Universal Declaration of the Rights of Peoples (Algiers, 1976) cited in L. V. Prott
"Cultural Rights and Peoples' Rights in International Law" in J. Crawford The Rights of
Peoples (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1988) at pp.93-106.
67. Vide supra n.34.
68. Final Declaration of the 1995 Helsinki Conference of the Council of Europe vide
supra n.31, point I.C. at p.2.
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direct consideration of the humanitarian and human rights aspects of the
cultural heritage. This has been spurred on by recent conflict in former
Yugoslavia, involving attempts by one party to the conflict to eradicate
the cultural heritage of the other in order to destroy their ethnic/cultural
identity as a weapon of war. The importance of this to the present
discussion is the manner in which it illustrates that the material culture is
understood to be symbolic of cultural identity on a deeper level. The
deliberate destruction of cultural monuments and artefacts during
periods of armed conflict, particularly between groups who define their
opposition in ethnic terms, serves to illuminate the nature of the cultural
heritage itself and its role in the construction of identity. Indeed, it could
be seen that it is the intangible heritage-the relationship of a people to
their cultural heritage-which is really under attack in such conditions. A
Council of Europe report on the subject of minority rights placed this idea
within the political context of Europe and the conflict in former
Yugoslavia:69"... les conflits actuels que l'on constate dans une partie de
l'Europe justifient une reflexion urgent sur le theme de l'identite
culturelle dont le patrimoine, au sens plus large, est la manifestation la
plus tangible". There have been moves at international level to consider
the protection of cultures under threat and the material remains of these
cultures through human rights mechanisms. This work illustrates the
extreme complexity of the area of cultural rights and the associated
concept of cultural identity. Preparatory work by the Council of Europe
in 1992 relating to the possible preparation of an additional Protocol to
the European Convention on Human Rights (the ECHR), recognised the
need for a comprehensive definition of "cultural"for the purposes of any
attempt at identifying "cultural rights". The problems inherent in this
were clear:
"Cultural"embraces all aspects of culture-not only arts, sciences,
languagesand valuesbut all the traditionswhichdeterminelifestyles.The
idea is to avoid the confusioncreated by numeroustexts which simply
append "cultural"to a list of other adjectives(e.g. artistic,scientificand
cultural).70
Thus we see that, in the quest to define cultural rights, the same difficulties
exist of identifying the nature of the "culture" to which these rights are to
be related as when identifying the nature of the "culture" of which the
"heritage" is to be protected and passed onto future generations. By
seeking to identify "culture" in relation to cultural rights and cultural
69. Democratie, droits de l'homme, minorites: les aspects educatifs at culturels (Strasbourg, 1993) Doc.DECS/SE/DHDM(93)6.
70. Preliminary Draft Protocol to the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Freedoms Concerning the Recognition of Cultural Rights-Concise Summary,
prepared by Human Rights Directorate, Council of Europe (Strasbourg, 1992) at p.2.
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identity, we can gain a better understanding of the nature of cultural heritage itself. This becomes clearer when one considers that cultural rights
may include a set of rights of people (or a people) to the cultural heritage,
a corollary to the rights of the cultural heritage to protection and
preservation generally provided for by cultural heritage texts. In other
words, the traditional approach towards protecting the physical elements
that represent cultural heritage expresses the right of those elements (the
cultural heritage) to protection. This new generation of (cultural) rights
would relate rather to the rights of people (or a people) to their cultural
heritage, a right which includes the protection of that heritage but much
broader issues also. Thus the more recent right, by implication, includes
the former-that of the cultural heritage to be protected-and elucidates
the concept.
Any discussion of cultural rights inevitably involves issues relating to
the cultural identity of the people or peoples to which such rights are
ascribed. Indeed, it is its role in the construction of cultural identity which
is the element being protected when cultural heritage is treated as an
element within human rights. Kamenka sets out the relationship between
the notions of cultural rights, cultural identity and cultural heritage in the
following passage which refers to:71
... the importanceto humanbeings of the sense of identity,given not so
muchby materialimprovement,butby customsandtraditions,by historical
identification,by religion ... [Thatsense of identity]is, for most people,
essentialto theirdignityandself-confidence,valuesthatunderliein partthe
conceptof humanrightsitself.
Here the relationship between material and non-material cultural
heritage and human rights is clear. Understanding the importance of a
sense of cultural identity to us all as individuals, a group, or humankind
and the role of cultural heritage in its construction helps us to understand
the nature of cultural heritage itself. Generally speaking, the justification
for protecting cultural heritage has always been assumed in cultural
heritage law as a given which needs little further elaboration. However,
consideration of the existence and nature of the cultural rights associated
with cultural heritage involves complex issues of identity that can lead to
widely conflicting interests.
Human rights theory has always accepted the existence of a range of
cultural rights,72such as the freedoms of religion and of expression, but its
71. E. Kamenka "Human Rights and Peoples' Rights" in Crawford, op. cit. supra n.67,
pp.127-139 at p.134.
72. The Preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) [U.N.G.A.
Res.127A (III); UN Doc.A/811] refers to "economic, social and cultural rights" and, in 1966,
the UN adopted the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights [993
U.N.T.S. 3].
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connection with cultural heritage is a relatively new idea. As Prott notes,73
even if they were not designed for this purpose, the existence of cultural
rights is a prerequisite for the protection of culture. UNESCO has a
special role in relation to cultural rights.74Article 1 of its Constitution
reads: "[The purpose of the Organisation] is to contribute to peace and
security by promoting collaboration among nations through education,
science and culture in order to further universal respect for justice, the
rule of law and for the human rights and fundamental freedoms which are
affirmed for the peoples of the world, without distinction of race, sex,
language or religion, by the Charter of the United nations." In 1966, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR) were adopted,75although economic, social and cultural rights
have tended to be regarded as secondary to civil and political rights by
governments and other bodies.76Even where cultural rights have been
given a formal expression in the ICESCR they have not been given
sufficient attention and have often been treated under relevant provisions
of the ICCPR.77For example, UNESCO stated in 1977 that,78"'[c]ultural
rights' is a relatively new concept ... The preoccupation with political
rights was followed up by the recognition of 'economic rights'-the right
to work, the right to leisure, the right to security. It is perhaps
understandable that a formulation of the concept of 'cultural rights'
should have followed these."
The difficulty in arriving at an exact definition of "culture" itself79and
in talking about rights in relation to cultural matters may well have
contributed to this, with moves to create a right to the cultural heritage as
73. Prott, op. cit. supra n.67, at p.95.
74. In recognition of this is the publication of UNESCO Cultural Rights and Wrongs
(Unesco Publishing, Paris, 1998) which explores cultural rights, including their relationship
with the cultural heritage, to mark the 50th anniversary of the 1948 Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
75. ICCPR [999 U.N.T.S. 171] and IESCR [993 U.N.T.S. 3]. Vide: L. Sohn Guide to
Interpretation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(Transnational Publishing, New York, 1993); and M. Craven The International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1995).
76. Non-governmental human rights organisations, for example, work almost exclusively
in the field of civil and political rights, although specialist agencies of the UN (such as the
FAO and WHO) deal with economic and social rights while UNESCO deals with cultural
rights.
77. Such as those dealing with non-discrimination, the rights of minorities, and the
freedom of expression, religion and association. Vide: H. J. Steiner and P. Alston
International Human Rights in Context-Law, Politics and Morals (Oxford University
Press, 1996) at p.264.
78. Working Paper by the Secretariat in UNESCO Cultural Rights as Human Rights
(Unesco, Paris, 1977) pp.9-14 at p.9.
79. Vide: R. Stavenhagen "Cultural Rights and Universal Human Rights", in A. Eide, C.
Krause and A. Rosas (eds.) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: a Textbook (Martinus
Nijhoff, Dordrecht, 1995) pp.63-77 at p.65.
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a response.Giventhe importanceof culturalheritageto the creationand
assertionof culturalidentity,suchmoves reflecta shift awayfromtalking
about culturalrights as rights of the individualtowardscollective and
grouprightsof people.8oThe idea that groupshave rightsand that these
will be taken care of by protectingindividuals'rightshas alwaysbeen an
There are, howunderlyingassumptionof humanrights instruments.81
ever, difficultiesassociatedwith ascribingcollectiveratherthan individual human rightsin particularthat what constitutesa "people"for the
In the case
purposesof one rightis not necessarilythe samefor another.82
of rightsrelatedto culturalidentity,this is compoundedby the fact that
the concept of a "people" is difficult to define without reference to
culturalcriteria(includingthat of identity)while it is difficultto define
"culture"(except some universal culture) without reference to the
concept of a "people".83
Certainclaimsassertedby groups,suchas maintainingthe culturaland
linguisticidentity of communities,have not been adequatelyprotected
undertraditionalhumanrightsapproaches.This has led to calls for new
concepts and principlesdespite the difficultiesentailed.The rightto the
culturalheritage (includingaccess to the culturalheritageof mankind)
shouldbe consideredin the contextof the new "thirdgeneration"human
or a decentenvironment85
which
rightssuchas the rightto development84
have been the subject of much debate.86This has also been seen as a
tactical move to bring within the scope of human rights certain

80. Prott, op. cit. supra n.74, at pp.96-97 lists eleven cultural rights identified in existing
human rights instruments. Six of these are relevant to the cultural heritage and are peoples'
rights.
81. I. Brownlie "The Rights of Peoples in Modern International Law", in Crawford, op.
cit. supra n.54, pp.1-16 at p.4.
82. J. Crawford "Some Conclusions" in Crawford, op. cit. supra n.67, pp.159-175 at p.170
states that: "What constitutes a people may be different for the purposes of different rights.
For example, the right to existence (incorporating the right not to be subjected to genocide
and the right not to be deprived of one's subsistence) is plainly applicable to a very broad
category of groups, considerably more so than the principle of self-determination, or any
view of that principle."
83. Prott, op. cit. supra n.67, at p.97.
84. Vide: R. Rich "The Right to Development as an Emerging Human Right", 23
Va.J.I.L. (1982/1983) at p.287.
85. Vide:A. E. Boyle "The Role of Human Rights in the Protection of the Environment",
in A. E. Boyle and M. R. Anderson Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1996) pp.43-65.
86. Vide: K. Vasak "Pour une troisieme generation des droits de l'homme", in C.
Swinarski (ed.) Studies and Essays in International Humariitarian Law and Red Cross
Principles in Honour of Jean Pictet (1984); and P. Alston "A third generation of solidarity
rights: progressive development or obfustication of human rights law?" 29 N.I.L.R. (1982)
pp.307-322.
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internationalconcernsin orderto give themgreaterforceandappeal,87
at
riskof an inflationof rightsanda consequentdistortionof existinghuman
rights.A useful comparisoncan be drawnbetween the proposed new
right to a decent environmentand the right to the culturalheritage.88
Whilenotingthat environmentalrightscould fit easilywithinthe diverse
categories of human rights and offer beneficial access and remedies,
Boyle89concludes that there are strong arguments against such an
approach.He makesthe point that, in view of existinginternationallaw
for the protection of the environment,such a new right would be
redundant.If appliedto culturalheritage,this suggeststhat the roots of
the perceivedproblemmaylie in the low importanceaccordedto existing
culturalrights.Ratherthan creatinga new rightto the culturalheritage,
better enforcement of existing cultural heritage instrumentsand the
developmentof areasof culturalheritagelaw are needed.
An instrumentwhichmakesexplicitreferenceto a rightto the cultural
heritageis the BanjulCharter(1981)of the Organisationof AfricanUnity
(OAU) whichincludesa referencein Article22.1to the rightof all people
to "theireconomic,social and culturaldevelopmentwith due regardto
their freedom and identity and in the equal enjoymentof the cultural
heritageof mankind".90It is not clearexactlywhatthisequalenjoymentof
the culturalheritageof humankindwould actuallyentail.Does it referto
the outstandingexamples of culturalheritage as defined by the 1972
WorldHeritageConvention?91
Is it the right to culturalexchangesor a
call for internationalassistanceto developingStatesfor the safeguarding
of their culturalheritage? This uncertaintyraises questions as to the
appropriacyof seeking to create such rights to cultural heritage, in
particularto the equal enjoymentof the culturalheritage of mankind.
There exists, for example,the potentialfor clashesbetween the rightto
cultural heritage and another new "third generation" right, that of
development.Assertionof a rightto developmentin supportof buildinga
majordamor encouragingmasstourismmaywell runcounterto the right
to preservea cultureand its relatedheritage.
87. Crawford, op. cit. supra n.82, at p.163 notes that activists and NGO's in Western
countries "had a range of concerns not met by the traditional and individual rights. These
concerns extended to the environment, to peace ... to cultural rights, and to the rights of
various oppressed groups which did not fall within the orthodox framework of selfdetermination. It was from this diverse combination-coalition would be the wrong
word-that claims to a 'third generation' of peoples' rights emerged."
88. There are many obvious similarities between the protection of the environment and
the cultural heritage, such as the idea that both are a finite and non-renewable resource to be
preserved for future generations.
89. Boyle, op. cit. supra n.85.
90. African Charter on Human Rights and Peoples' Rights ("Banjul Charter"), adopted
by the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in 1981 [21 I.L.M. 58].
91. Cited supra n.10.
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It has been in relation to the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples that
recent interest in these new rights in relation to cultural identity and the
cultural heritage has been most active.92 This finds expression, for
example, in Article 2.2(b) of the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples (1989)93in which
"... promoting the full realization of the social, economic and cultural
rights of these peoples with respect for their social and cultural identity,
their customs and traditions and their institutions" is made a government
responsibility. More recently, the link between human rights and the
cultural heritage has been made directly. For example, the European
Round Table final document (Helsinki, 1993),94includes in Article 3 a
reference to: "[the] right to protection and development of cultures in
which to participate, including preservation of the national and international cultural heritage..." with a direct reference to the "Protection of
Cultural Heritage" in Article 23. The protection of cultural heritage is
also given importance in the Fribourg Draft Protocol (1994)95 which
states in article 2 that:
Everyone,bothindividuallyandcollectively,hasa rightto the protectionof
his culturalheritagein all its forms.This implies:
- the right to respect of all cultural assets specific to the various
communitiesto whichthe individualbelongs;
- the rightnot to be undulyseparatedfrommankind'scommonheritage
comprisingthe totality of culturesaccompaniedby respectfor their
specificcharacteristics.
Here the right to the protection of one's own cultural heritage
accompanied by access to and enjoyment of the cultural heritage
characterised as the "common heritage of mankind" is firmly placed
within the body of human rights.
Where the debate over creating such new rights in relation to cultural
heritage is of particular interest is the insight it can give into the nature of
cultural heritage and those aspects that are insufficiently recognised and
protected. The concept of cultural identity is intimately related to that of
cultural rights and provides an important link between cultural rights and
cultural heritage. The ILO Convention illustrates the linkage of these
92. Existing formulations of minority rights (such as Art.27 of the ICCPR) only protect
the rights of individuals who are members of a minority group and not the collective rights of
the group itself. There has thus been pressure for collective rights of ethnic minorities to
ensure the future survival of the group, its culture and cultural identity.
93. International Labour Organisation Convention concerning Indigenous and Tribal
Peoples (1989) [28 I.L.M. 1382].
94. Human Rights and Cultural Policies in a Changing Europe: the Right to Participate in
Cultural Life-Final Statement (1993) of the European Round Table on Human Rights and
Cultural Policies, Helsinki 30 Apr.-2 May 1993.
95. Preliminary Draft Protocol [to the E.C.H.R.] (Freibourg, 1994), the "Freibourg
Protocol".
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concepts in the phrase:"Promoting... culturalrights of these peoples
with respect for their social and culturalidentity"(Article 2.2(b)). The
existence of rights relatingto culturalidentityin the context of human
rights(of minorities)is also expressedin Article 3 of Recommendation
1201 (1993) of the ParliamentaryAssemblyof the Councilof Europe:96
"Everyperson belongingto a nationalminorityshall have the right to
express,preserveand develop in complete freedom his/her ... cultural
identity."This idea is extended furtherby Recommendation3 of the
EuropeanRound Table (Helsinki, 1993) which states that the right to
participate in a cultural life should be interpreted as including: "... rights

necessaryto protectthe culturalidentityof the group... [includingthe]
preservationof the national and internationalculturalheritage".Thus
culturalheritageis anintegralpartof culturalidentityandit is the need to
protectthe culturalidentityof individuals,groupsand humankindwhich
justifiesthe requirementto protect and preserveculturalheritage.This
takes us beyond the general assumptionthat its protectionand preservation "is a good thing" and is a central aspect of understandingthe
nature of culturalheritage.One should bear in mind, however, Prott's
warningthat culturalidentity in terms of a "people"is a problematic
This provisoagain underlinesthe fact
concept from a legal viewpoint.97
that, when usingtermssuch as culturalidentityor culturalheritage,one
mustguardagainstassumingthat the definition(in a legal sense) will be
It also suggeststhat an examinationof the development
straightforward.
of these ideas in their original, non-legal, contexts is importantfor
informingandelucidatingthe legaltexts.98As suchliteraturemakesclear,
culturalidentityand its constructionis a very difficultconceptper se and
so the law is enteringdangerousintellectualgroundwhen treatingsuch
subject-matter.For these reasons, the identificationof an exact legal
definitionwhichcan accountfor these complexitiesis no simplematter.
The relationshipbetweenmaterialremainsandculturalidentityis well
illustratedby the case of grave sites and humanremainsof indigenous
peoples. It is not surprisingthat the problemsassociatedwith excavating
humanremainshave most often occurredin the contextof burialsites of
indigenous peoples such as the native Americans and the Australian
This has arisenbecause of the sacredand culturalsignifiaboriginals.99
96. Recommendation 1201 on an additional protocol on the rights of national minorities
to the European Convention on Human Rights, text adopted by the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe on 1 Feb. 1993 (22nd sitting).
97. Vide supra n.83.
98. Vide interalia: S. Jones TheArchaeology of Ethnicity:constructingidentitiesin thepast
and present (Routledge, 1997); J. Friedman Cultural Identity and Global Process (Sage
Publications, London, 1994); and S. Shennan (ed.) Archaeological Approaches to Cultural
Identity (Routledge, London, 1994).
99. L. Pinkerton "The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act: an
introduction", 2 I.J.C.P. (1993) at pp.297-306.
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cance which such peoples invest in the burialsites of their often distant
ancestors,a view not alwayssharedor understoodby archaeologistsfrom
a "European"culturaltradition.Thisis an issuewhichhasbeen subjectto
muchdebate amongstarchaeologistsandmuseumprofessionalsover the
last two decades'" reflectedin some high-profilecases resultingin the
returnby museumsand universitiesof Aboriginaland Native American
artefactsand skeletal remains.'o'As a result,many museumsand other
institutionswith holdings of human (and other) remainsof indigenous
peoples have adoptedpoliciesfavouringtheirreturnwheretheircultural
andspiritualsignificancecanbe demonstrated.TheICOMCode of Ethics
(1986)102 and the Museums Association (UK) Code of Ethics for
Museums Professionals,'03
for example, both refer to the sensitivities
surroundingcollectionsof humanremainsand other such material.The
ICOM Code requiresthat governingbodies and museumprofessionals
"considerall the ethical and legal implicationsbefore continuingthe
activeor passiveacquisitionof humanremains"and thatrequestsfor the
return of human remainsshould "involveconsiderationof ownership,
culturalsignificance,the scientific,educationaland religiousvalue of the
interestedindividualsor groups,the strengthof their relationshipto the
remainsin question..." (s.6.7).The MuseumsAssociationCode requires
professionalsto be "awarethatthe curationof humanremains... canbe a
sensitiveissue.A numberof interestedpartiesmayclaimrightsover such
material.These includeactualandculturaldescendants,legal ownersand
the nationwide scientificcommunity."Both these ethical codes make
clear the complexityof the differentinterestswhere humanremainsare
concerned and that the cultural heritage, both in its material and
non-materialforms,is one of the distinctivefeaturesof the identityof any
group.Thishighlightsnot only the importanceof culturalheritagein the
constructionof culturalidentity, but also the related fact that, group
identity being more often than not exclusive, it involves conflicts of
interestand conflictingclaimswhichrequirea sophisticatedunderstanding of the culturalheritageto address.
IV.

CONCLUSION

then are the commonelementsof culturalheritageas understood
in internationallaw?First,is the sense thatit is a formof inheritanceto be
WHAT

100. Vide: R. Layton (ed.) Who Needs the Past? Indigenous Values and Archaeology
(Unwin Hyman, London, 1989).
101. Recent cases include the decision by Edinburgh University to return a collection of
shrunken heads to the Maori community in New Zealand and the return of the native
American "ghost-dancing" shirt from Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow.
102. Code of the International Council of Museums (ICOM) adopted at Buenos Aires in
1986.
103. Code of Conduct for Museum Professionals, Museums Association, adopted in 1977
and amended in 1987.
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kept in safekeepingand handed down to future generations.Another
importantaspectof culturalheritageis its linkagewithgroupidentityand
it is both a symbolof the culturalidentityof a self-identifiedgroup,be it a
nation or a people, and an essential element in the constructionof that
group'sidentity. This characteristicof culturalheritage is thus "less a
substancethana quality"'"andis some kindof addedvaluewhichcarries
an emotionalimpact,suchas the colonialarchitecturewhichmayinspirea
sense of familiarityand even pride in a British visitor to India while
providing a source of offence to many Indians. In this way, cultural
heritage is less of an objective, physical existence than the range of
associationswhichaccompanyan objector monumentandwhichprovide
the sense of beingpartof a group.The role of culturalheritageas a vehicle
for the expressionand even constructionof a nation or group'scultural
identityis a double-edgedswordwhichcan act both for the good and for
the bad.It canlead to an aggressiveassertionof identity,whethernational
or ethnic,which may cause and certainlyfoster armedconflictin which
the destruction of cultural monuments-the symbols of the cultural
identityof one of the partiesto the conflict-often becomes a weaponof
war.It also hasgreatpotentialfor creatingcohesionwithina group,be it a
self-identifiedethnic minoritywithin a State, a nation State or even a
supranationalbody.
Both the EuropeanUnion and the Councilof Europehave sought to
recruitculturalheritage,in so far as it reflectspan-Europeancharacteristics,as a vehicle for the constructionof a sense of Europeanidentity.1'5
This enterprise,however,is by no meansfree of difficulty.For example,
the formulation"acommonculturalheritageenrichedby its diversity"by
the Councilof Europe is an attemptto reconcilethe idea of a common
Europeanheritage/identitywith a recognitionof the culturesof national
minorities which results in a mutually contradictory position.'
UNESCO instrumentsalso illustrate the way in which the rhetoric
relatingto culturalheritagereflectsa politicalview of the Organisation.
For example,the 1970UNESCO Conventionstates,'07"Consideringthat
the interchangeof culturalpropertyamongnationsfor scientific,cultural
and educationalpurposesincreasesthe knowledgeof the civilizationof
Man,enrichesthe culturallife of all peoples and inspiresmutualrespect
104. R. R. Knoop "The Role of the Cultural Heritage Organisations", 3 European
Heritage (1995) pp.23-25 at p.23.
105. The choice of the Bronze Age in Europe as the subject for an awareness raising
campaign on archaeology within the Council of Europe in 1993 illustrates the political
character of such decisions-it was seen as one of the few periods in the history or prehistory
of the "Greater Europe" when it was culturally inter-connected without the controversy of
imperialism and conquest.
106. Vienna Declaration (1993) cited supra n.57.
107. Cited supra n.9.
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andappreciationamongnations"(Preamble).Suchsentimentsalso serve
to support the Organisation'sview of its own political importanceby
setting out the advantagesfor internationalrelations of the kind of
internationalinterchangeon the culturallevel whichis one of UNESCO's
mainraisonsd'etre.In thisway,heritageis placedat the centreof a sense
of collectiveinternationalidentitybased on mutualself-respect.
Thusthe conceptof culturalheritageis one whichservesmanypresent
purposes be they cultural, social or political and this is crucial to
understandingthe meaning of the term and, more importantly,the
implicationswhichflow fromits employmentin internationallaw.There
are undoubtedbenefitsto be had for individualpeoples, nations or the
internationalcommunity as a whole from developing the notion of
culturalheritage and creatingan internationallegal frameworkfor its
protection.There is no questionof the value of, for example:attempting
to preventthe destruction,deliberateor otherwise,of artefactsandother
remains with a culturalsignificanceduring armed conflict;seeking to
preventthe illicitexcavationof archaeologicalsites and controlthe illicit
tradein culturalartefacts;or creatinga mechanismfor the protectionand
preservation of sites and monuments judged to be of "universal"
significancewith the States where they are located acting as trustee on
behalfof the worldcommunity.Wherethe difficultylies is in the factthat
these are all narrowly-targetedresponsesto specificproblemswhich do
not providea single,generallyagreed,definitionof the culturalheritage
and fail to recognise the deeper implicationsof the concepts applied.
Internationalculturalheritagelaw has developedwith an uncertaintyat
its centreover the exactnatureof its subject-matterandbased on a set of
principleswhichare not alwayscoherent.Indeed,as this papersuggests,
applyingthese principlesmayat timeslead to contradictorypositionsand
unintendedoutcomes.
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